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The Fabry-Perot modulator, consisting of Fabry-Perot etalon plates

separated by an electrooptic material such as KDP, is analyzed in detail.

Time-dependent perturbation theory is used to describe the coupling of the

axial modes by spatial and time varying perturbations in the dielectric

constant. The perturbations are. produced by the applied microwave modulat-

ing field. It is shown that the correct choice of the spatial variation of the

microwave modulating field is essential to achieve efficient modulation and
the choice is equivalent to matching the phase velocities of the microwaves

and the light.

Power requirements, heating, and bandwidth arc discussed and a com-

parison is made to the traveling-wave modulator described by Kaminow.
Calculations indicate that bandwidths of several hundred megacycles,

centered at any microwave frequency, can be obtained with the expenditure

of several ivails of modulating power.

I. INTRODUCTION

Light modulators, operating at microwave frequencies, have been

receiving considerable attention. Recently, Kaminow, 1 using the Pockel's

effect in KDP, produced usable amounts of modulation at an X-band
frequency. The modulator was operated on a pulse basis because of the

large power dissipated per unit volume in the KDP. One solution for the

problem of heat dissipation as discussed by Kaminow 1 and others, 2

requires careful matching of the phase velocity of the microwaves to the

light velocity in the electrooptic material, and calls for the construc-

tion of a long modulator. The resulting large coherence volume decreases

the power dissipation to a value low enough to allow continuous opera-

tion.

The mechanical difficulties, as well as the transmission loss associated

with long rods, among other problems, has made the realization of such

low power modulators impractical. On the other hand, the advent of

sources of monochromatic light energy, such as the optical maser, pro-

vides alternatives not available with conventional light sources.
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Fig. 1 — Schematic of Fabry-Perot modulator.

We refer, in particular, to resonance or cavity techniques analogous

to those employed at microwave frequencies. Here, the coherence

volume of the material is made effectively larger by virtue of the multi-

ple reflections within the resonant cavity. The particular technique

which we wish to describe is the use of a Fabry-Perot etalon (FPE) in

which is included an electrooptic material, as shown in Fig. 1. Although

the bandwidth over which modulation can be accomplished is limited

by the use of an optical cavity, a bandwidth of several hundred megacy-

cles centered at any microwave frequency should be readily attainable.

Before proceeding with an analysis of the modulator it is worthwhile

to consider some simple points of view which indicate the correctness

of this approach. The relative transmission /, through a lossless FPE

can be written

/,= [! + 4r*(l - r
2 )"2

sin
2

*.]

-1
(1)
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in which T
2
is the power reflectivity of the reflectors and <p is the phase

shift for a single pass. The phase shift, for normal incidence, can be

written <p = 2wfLn/c + Q, in which / is the optical frequency, L is the

etalon spacing, c is the vacuum light velocity, y. is the index of refraction

and is the phase shift upon reflection. It should be possible to con-

struct a modulator in which L, 6 or n is varied, thereby varying <p and

modulating the transmitted intensity. We shall be concerned with

variations in n through the electrooptic effect. In particular we will

be interested only in phase shifts associated with volume effects rather

than the surface effects associated with variations in reflectivity. The
latter are many orders of magnitude less significant.

In the absence of modulation, the transmission characteristic as a

function of frequency is given by (1) and is shown in Fig. 2. The trans-

mission peaks occur at frequencies fa = «c/2L/z for which <p = ax.

The integer a is the number of half wavelengths in the cavity. The
frequency difference between adjacent peaks is c/2L/x. For the purpose

of discussion assume that the frequency of the incident light corresponds

to one of the transmission peaks. Assume also that the index of refrac-

tion has a varying component that takes the form of a cosinusoidal

standing wave as shown in Fig. 3(a), with a frequency w„,/27r = c/2L/x

and wavelength 2L. The variation is equivalent to oppositely traveling

waves with phase velocity equal to the light velocity, c/\l. With a peak

variation 8n cos umt, the amplitude of each wave is £5/x. Under these

circumstances, the perturbed phase shift travels in synchronism with

the light producing a cumulative phase shift,

8<p = TrfnLc 8fi cos u>mt = %air(8n/n) cos um t.
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Fig. 2 — Transmission vs frequency for a Fabry -Perot etalon.
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Since 8p/p is of order 10
-6

for practical cases, and air is of order 10 ,

it follows that 8<p < 1CT
1

and (1) can be written

It « [1+ r
2
(i - r

2r2

(a7r5/x/V)
2
cos

2 w^r1
- (2)

Choosing the reflectivity r
2 = 0.9 indicates that the coefficient of

cos
2
umt can easily achieve the value unity, leading to large intensity

modulation. Note that the modulation rate is twice the modulating

frequency, which is consistent with the fact that the transmitted in-

tensity is an even function of the induced phase shift.

From (I) the separation of half-power frequencies or pass band of

the FPE, shown as A/ in Fig. 1, is given by

A/«/„(l - r
2
)/a7rl\ (3)

For a one centimeter long etalon, with r
2 = 0.9, and c/2Ln = f„/a = 10

,

A/ » 300 mc/s. One wonders whether this represents a limiting rate

at which the light can be modulated, since the pass band A/ represents

the maximum rate at which the stored energy in the cavity can be

varied. When the perturbation in dielectric constant is uniform across

the etalon, it will be shown that the maximum possible modulation

rate is of order A//2. However, when the phase velocities are matched

as described above, there is no limiting modulation rate.

We can obtain an intuitive appreciation of the lack of a limiting

modulation rate by considering Fig. 3. The perturbed part of the dielec-

tric constant e, shown as 5e in Fig. 3(a), is depicted as a standing wave.

This standing wave corresponds to the microwave modulating electric

field which is assumed to have a field component normal to the reflectors.

This component produces the variation 8e. The optical field, excited by

the incident light, is shown as the standing wave, Ea in Fig. 3(b).

In addition to the displacement current, edEJdt, there will be a per-

turbed displacement current, d8eEa/dt, shown in Fig. 3(c). It can be

seen that the perturbed displacement current has the appropriate

spatial distribution to excite the modes Ea±x shown in Fig. 3(d) and

3(e).

The microwave modulating frequency /„, = Um/2w is chosen to have

the value c/2Ln, so that the sum and difference frequencies appearing

in the time dependence of the perturbed part of the displacement

current correspond to the frequencies, /a± i . As a result, components

of the perturbed part of the displacement current have the proper

spatial variation and frequency to excite the sideband modes. The

transmitted light will then have upper and lower sideband frequencies

which result from the oscillating sideband modes.
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Fig. 3 — Mode coupling resulting from perturbations in the dielectric constant.

From the point of view of coupling of modes, there is no inherent

limitation to the rate at which modulation can be accomplished, except

that afforded by the electrooptic effect itself. However, the range over
which the microwave modulating frequency can be varied must cor-

respond to the bandwidth of the FPE modes, otherwise the sideband

modes cannot be excited strongly.

The conditions under which modulation is possible can be summarized
by the equations

Ja±m — fa =b /„

P*±m = Pa±0r
(4)

in which /3„ is the propagation constant of the nth mode, in this case

fm and /3m are also the microwave frequency and propagation constant.

Equation (4) is recognizable as the Tien a> — /3

4

relation for reactive
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frequency mixing. Equation (4) also implies that the microwave phase

velocity equals the light phase velocity, assuming negligible dispersion.

It is not clear yet that the variation in transmitted intensity given

by (2), which follows from relatively simple considerations, is consistent

with the coupled mode picture. The next sections will be devoted to an

analysis of the modulator using time-dependent perturbation theory to

determine the transmitted field amplitudes and phases. The variation

in transmitted intensity will be computed and shown to be consistent

with (2). Other modes of operation will be described which enhance the

modulation efficiency and which can yield linear intensity modulation

at the microwave frequency. Power requirements andjieating will be

considered for an X-band modulator for light at 6328 A.f Some of the

optical requirements of the Fabry-Perot cavity will be discussed with

respect to available maser beams. Finally a comparison will be made

to the traveling-wave modulator described by Kaminow.

II. THEORY

The analytical description will be similar to that used in time-de-

pendent perturbation theory. The optical fields within the FPE will

be expanded in a set of eigenfunctions appropriate to perfectly reflect-

ing boundaries. It will be seen that the expansion coefficients are time

dependent and satisfy "harmonic-oscillator-like" linear differential

equations which are coupled by the perturbed part of the dielectric

constant. The mixing or coupling terms involve integrals over the cou-

pled modes and the perturbed part of the dielectric constant.

The microwave fields will not explicitly enter into the calculation;

rather they will serve only to produce the perturbed part of the dielec-

tric constant. Although the dielectric constant in electrooptic materials

often exhibits tensor properties we will suppress this feature since the

notation would be burdened without any real gain in generality.

The basis of the calculation will be the normal mode formulation

given by Slater.
6
In the absence of the perturbation in the dielectric

constant the electric and magnetic fields within the FPE are divergence-

free. Thus, we will use only solenoidal eigenfunctions which are defined

in the volume V appropriate to the FPE by the equations

kaEa(i) = curl H„(r), fc«H«(r) = curl E„(r) (5)

in which ka is the eigenvalue of the ath mode. A consistent set of bound-

ary conditions on Ea and Ha are taken to be

t As the modulation efficiency increases with decreasing wavelength, we have

used the wavelength of the presently shortest wavelength maser. 6
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n X E„ = 0, n-H„ = on Ss

(6)
n X H„ = 0, n-E„ = on S„

in which n is a unit vector normal to the outer surface of the volume V.

The surface S, corresponds to the short circuit boundary while *S'„ is

the open circuit boundary; together they represent the total surface

of the volume V. Under these conditions, Slater shows that the func-

tions E„ and Ha represent an orthogonal normalized set satisfying the

equations

v
2
E„ + fc«

2Ea = and V 2

H„ + /,-.„

2H„ = 0.

The orthogonality relations take the form

f Ea-EidV = f Ua HbdV = dab

The starting point for the analysis is the Maxwell equations

curl E = -n dH/dt
(7)

curl H = de'E/dt + o-E

in which a is the volume conductivity associated with the transmission

loss of the electrooptic material, mo is the vacuum permeability and e'

is the permittivity. As shown by Slater the various terms in (7) have
expansions of the form

E(r, 0-2 ea(0E„(r)

H(r, - Z /ia(0H-(r)

curl E = E H„ [kaca + fs
(n X E)-BWsl (8)

curl H = E Ea \kaha + ( (n X H)-Ead^l

in which dS is an element of the surface. The mode amplitudes ea and
ha are denned by

8.(0 - f E(r, t)-EadY

(9)

ha(l) = / H(r, t)-HadV

in which dV is a volume element. Substituting the relations in (8) into
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(7) and using the orthogonality and normality of the functions Ea and

Ha yields equations for the coefficients of the form

wbhjdt + JU. = - [ (n X E)-H.dS (10)

and

edea/dt + aea - kaha -J (n X K)-EadS ,^

+ d E (a
I

5e
|
6)r6/d* =

6

in which we have written e' = e + 5e, e being the unperturbed part of

the dielectric constant, and we have used the notation

(a |/(r) \b)= [ Ea -E6/(r)dF. (12)
Jy

Iterating (10) and (11) yields

c"Vea/dt
2 + hX + wdea/dt + c'-W E <«

I

5e/e
| 6)Cfc/3/

2

= Mod (/ (n X H)EadSJ /dt - ka f (n X E)-Had#
(i3:

in which c = (Mot)
_i

is the unperturbed velocity of light in the dielec-

tric. A similar redundant equation obtains for /?.„ . The surface integrals

contain two types of field terms: (i) external optical fields incident on

the cavity as they appear on the inside boundary wall of the reflector,

which serve to excite the FPE modes, and (ii) internal fields which

account for energy lost by radiation, in particular the transmitted beam.

In the following treatment of the modulator we will assume that the

reflecting surfaces of the etalon can be characterized by a reflection

coefficient for field amplitude V and that the surface is a "short," i.e.,

a surface S, . The fields will be assumed to be parallel to the etalon

which is of sufficient lateral extent that the axial modes of the FPE
are essentially TEM waves with no diffraction loss. The dielectric

modulation is assumed to be uniform across the cross section. Later we

will consider nonuniform excitation of the dielectric in the finite cross

section, and it will be seen that the lowest-order axial modes can be

coupled to the off-axis higher-order modes.

Under these assumptions, the electric and magnetic field on the

inside face of the reflectors constituting the surface S. can be shown to
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be related by

n X E = c'moH(1 - r)/(i + r) (14)

neglecting the extremely small variation in T produced by the variation

of the dielectric constant within the etalon. First we consider the loss

terms in the cavity. For the right-hand side of (13) we may write,

using (14) and (8)

-ka
J

(n X E)-HadS

(15)

= -kac'md - r)(i + r)
_1 £ hb I Uh -K ds

b JS,

there being no surface »S„ over which n X H • E„ is nonzero. Substituting

(11) into (15) to eliminate the term in hb yields

-K I (n X E)-H«AS = -kac~\l - r)(l + r)"
1

X E fcfc"

1

[dn/dt + <reb/t + 6 2 <&
I
5e/e

|

d)ed/dt] (16)

./:
H(, •H

(
,rf»S

.

For the axial modes of the FPR, the appropriate normalized eigen-

functions are given by

Ha = (2/ALf cos kaz

,
(17)

Ea = (2/AL)* sin kaz

in which A is the cross-sectional area, L the length of the modulator,

and ka = ira/L. The integer a is the number of half wavelengths within

the etalon. Remembering that there are two faces of the etalon com-

posing the surface S8 , we note that the integral

f Hb -K dS = 4/L (18)
' s.

when b differs from a by an even number, while the integral has the

value zero when b differs from a by an odd number. The implication is

that the surface loss terms couple only modes of the same longitudinal

symmetry. The integral is zero when H b is one of the off-axis FPE
modes because of the orthogonality. Defining
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Qa = i*a(i + r)
2
/(i - r

a

) (19)

(16) becomes

-ka f (nX E)-H„rf»S

= -kac'~
l £' Q6

_1
[to/M + «*/« + 5 E (6

I

5e/e
|

d)ed/d«]

in which the prime implies that only those values of 6 which differ from

a by an even number are to be included in the sum. The third term in

the square bracket of (20) is of order 5e/e compared to first. The second

term is of order tr/eua ~ 10~ 6 compared to the first. Since the first term

is as small as any other term in (13) because of the factor Qb
~ l ~ 10-6

,

we can safely neglect the other terms. In the absence of internal losses

the term Q„ is known as the quality factor of the cavity. It defines the

resolution of the FPE as an interferometer and defines the bandwidth

by the relation A/ « fa/Qa which differs from the bandwidth defined in

(3) by the factor 4T/(1 + r) 2 « l.f

Considering the incident wave amplitude as transformed to the inside

surface of the reflector it can be shown in similar fashionj that

-ka f (n X E)-UadS = -hKc'-'Q-'de/dt (21)

in which e is proportional to the magnetic field of the incident wave on

the surface of the reflector. The factor \ appears because the incident

fields appear only on one face. Thus (13) becomes

d
2
ea/dt

2
4- w„

2
ea + u>aQair l

dea/dt

+ co„ E' Qi~W* + 3
2 £ <«

I
««/«

I *> ••/* (22)

= _i,UaQa de(ut)/dt

in which coa = Kc' is the resonant frequency of mode a and Qa a = wae/<r

is the dielectric quality factor or inverse loss tangent. An alternate

expression can be written Qad ~ <aj-/c in which I is the distance for

which the energy decays to e~ .

Next, we evaluate the quantities (a
|

(5e/e)
|
b). Since the spatial

variation of 8e/e can take the form of sin mirz/L or cos mvz/L in which

in is some integer, which corresponds to the appropriate microwave

t The factor 4T/(1 + r) 2 differs from unity by less than one per cent for T* >
0.7.

X The mirror acts as a transformer with turns ratio (1 + r)i/(l — r )*-
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field variation, we evaluate two types of coupling terms:

<
sin irmz/L

cos irmz/L >>

= (2/L) / ( sin vaz/L '

T
, r sin irbz/L ) dz

Jo \ cos irmz/L ' J

in which we have used (17). Performing the integration yields

(a
|

(sin irmz/L)
\
b)

(23)

i[
[1 — cos (a — b + m)ir] [1 — cos (6 — a + m)x]

(a - 6 + ?n)7r (6 - a + w)tt (24)

[1 — cos (a -f- 6 — m)7r] [1 — cos (a + 6 +h w)7r]l

Itt J"(a + b — m)ir {a -\- b -\- m)

Terms like (a + b ± m)~ will be of order 10~5
and the last two terms

can be neglected. When a — b ± m = or an even integer the remain-

ing terms vanish. When a — b ± m is an odd integer the terms are

finite, yielding

<*•-
, ...,.-. ...... ,._,-,

. m7T2
sin ——

L
b)-

2?n/7r

(o-- 6) 2 - m2 '

a — 6 m = odd integer

the largest values corresponding to a = b, m = 1 with a value 2w~\
Likewise,

1 f sin (a
,

<n
|
C1 ,s_

l

,,>
= ^____mirz

,
, , 1 r _sin (a + b — m)ir sin (a — b — ?n)w

L 2 [_ (a -f 6 — m)w (a — b — m)v

sin (a — 6 + m)ir sin (a + 6 + m)T~| (26)w)ir~|

{a — b -\- m)ir (a + b + m)i

= I for
| a — 6

|
= m.

The sine and cosine cases are mutually exclusive. Many modes are

coupled by the sine variation since for a given value of a and m there

are multiple values of b satisfying (25). There are only two values of 6

satisfying (26) for the cosine variation. Note that for m = 0, corre-

sponding to uniform perturbation of the dielectric, the only coupling is

for a — b. That is, the modulation can occur only within the mode.

This justifies our earlier statement that the modulation rate is re-

stricted to the bandwidth of the FPE mode for uniform excitation.

The cosine distribution yields the largest coupling terms except for
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the case when a = b and m = 1. The case m = 1 implies that the sine

variation has a space average part and it is this part which produces

the coupling for a = b. This is borne out by the fact that for a = b,

m must be odd and the strength of the coupling decreases with increas-

ing m. Notice that even though the modes of interest are standing

waves these results correspond precisely to that predicted by the /3

condition of (4). The factor of h for the cosine distribution arises be-

cause only half the amplitude of the standing wave is effective for a

given traveling-wave component. The factor 2tt
_1

for the sine variation

can be shown to arise from the fact that although the condition is

not precisely satisfied, the interaction with each traveling-wave com-

ponent is down by tT .

In the next sections, we apply these results to calculate the amplitude

of the modulation sidebands, their bandwidth, and the intensity modu-

lation of the light.

III. AMPLITUDE OF THE MODULATION SIDEBANDS

Assuming that we have used the appropriate cos mrz/L distribution

for that component of the microwave field which varies e', since we

want large coupling for a ^ b, we can write (22) as

d
2

, * ,

, n -1 dea 1 a
2

Bejunt) r , i

—; ea + Wa Ca + UaQad — + ~ TTo
" V a+m T - ca-ml

dt dt -,61-

(27)

^, i deb in" 1 de (w+ COa 1^ Qb — - -fWa^a 77-
b at ol

which holds for all values of a.f We note that modes ea and ea±m are

coupled together. Since the Q of the modulator is so extremely high,

it is approximately correct to say that any driving terms at frequencies

outside the pass band of a given mode have negligible effect on that

mode. Later we will see that for very strong modulation (a case of

little practical interest) the high-Q approximation leaves a little to be

desired. Hence, to good approximation, we may write for any of the

modes a,

E' Qf
l
de b/dt ex Q-'dea/dt.

b

All the neglected terms are at frequencies well outside the passband of

mode a. With these definitions, the quantity 1/Q„l = l/Qa + l/Qad

f It is also possible to have \a-b\ = l,m = 2 yielding a coupling term 4/3*

which is only slightly less than J. We will not consider this case which is consid-

erably more complicated.
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is properly called the loaded Q of the resonator. The bandpass in the

absence of mode coupling is defined by Ao = u)„/Qa L . The quantity

2Qa is also properly called the external Q.

We will assume that the carrier frequency corresponds to the reso-

nant frequency of the ath mode, to = kac = a>a . There is no loss of

generality in this assumption since the carrier frequency would nor-

mally be fixed. The microwave modulating frequency, on the other

hand, must vary over some frequency range. Ideally the microwave
frequency has the value mc'/2L, since under this circumstance the

mixing terms, represented by the fourth term of (27), vary at rates

corresponding to the resonant frequencies of the coupled modes. How-
ever the microwave frequency must be able to vary over some fre-

quency range. We define the microwave angular frequency as

<am = (mirc'/L) + wa5/QaL (28)

and the parameter 5 measures the excursion from center band frequency.

In view of the fact that co„/Qalj ~ Aco„ , the half power frequencies are

given approximately by 8 = ±£. The ±nth sideband frequencies are

given by

u)a ± num = co„ ± nmwc'/L ± n8u)a/QaL = o>a±nm ± n8a)a/QaL . (29)

The pertinent mode amplitudes are defined by

c<i±nm = Ea±nm exp i(ua ± num )t + complex conjugate

5e/e = [5e/e] exp ium t + complex conjugate (30)

e = E exp icoj + complex conjugate

which when substituted into (27) yield

-[x*En+m + xEa-m] + iEa = -\iEQaL/Qa (31)

2nbEa_nm - \x*Ea-4n-l)m + x#«_(„+i)m] + iEa^nm = (32)

-2nbE,l+mn - \x*Ea+ln+l)m + x^«+(n-i)m] + iEa+nm = 0. (33)

The coefficients are complex quantities and the asterisk denotes com-

plex conjugate. The modulus of the coefficients equals half the peak

value and the argument represents the phase of the related real variable.

The quantity

X = ^QadWe] (34)

is a "modulation index" whose modulus equals the product of QaL and

one quarter of the peak variation of 8e/e. The argument of x equals the
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phase of the microwave field. Note that we have set all the terms

Qa±nm equal to Qa . Reference to (19) indicates that the variation in

Qa from one mode to the next is of order a
-1 S 10

-5
and thus the sub-

script is superfluous. Likewise, all other terms of order Trc'/2Lua = a

have been neglected.

It is helpful to observe that (33) is redundant. If we define

Ea+nm = (-1)"*™* (35)

and substitute into (33), we obtain (32).

Defining the normalized field amplitude

g„ = (i/x*)
nEa-nm/{hEQaL/Qa ) (36)

and substituting into (31) and (32) yields

2
| x ftfrfi + ffo - -1 (37)

(1 - i2nS)gn - 9n-l +
I
X |Vn+l = (38)

which is a three term recursion relation with nonconstant coefficients.

Placing the question of the microwave bandwidth aside momentarily

we may assume that the microwave frequency is at its appropriate

center band value corresponding to 5 = in (38). Under this condition

solutions for the recursion formula, (38), of the form gn = b", yield

as the defining equation for 6, | x \

2
h
2 + 6-1=0. The general solu-

tion may be written gn = Ab+n + BbJ1

with

b± =
hrfxT*

±
I/GIT?)

2

+ Wr (39)

We note three things about g„: (i) it is real, since ga is real and all the

coefficients in the recursion formula are real; (ii) it is a function of

| x |

2 and (iii), since for n > 0, (Ea-nm/E) -> as the modulation in-

dex
| x I

—* 0, so must 9"
I
X I"

-* as follows from (36).

The solution b_ has the dependence b_" ~
| x I"

2
" and therefore does

not have the correct behavior as
| x I

—» 0. Thus, we choose the constant

B = 0. The constant A is evaluated by substituting gn = Ab+n
into

(37), yielding A = - (1 + 4
| x |

2

)

_i
,
so that we may write

gn = -U)
n

rKfn [Vi + 4| x |

2 - i]7Vi+4|xl 2
(40)

I x I

and from (36)

Ea-nm/hE = - (t2X )-"(0.l/Q.)[Vl + 4
| X I' " l]" ,,,.

, (41)
4- Vl +4|x| 2

-
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The same expression with x —* x* applies for Ea+nm/%E. We note that.

the amplitude of the carrier wave, n = 0, is given by

Ea/\E = - (Q,lL/Qa )[l + 4
| x \V (42)

and is reduced in amplitude from its value of —QaL/Qa in the no modu-

lation limit
| x I

=0- The value Ea = — \E in the no modulation case,

with Q„l = Qa corresponding to Qa d = °°, is eminently reasonable.

Remembering that the surface is a "short" the implication is that the

magnetic field of mode a of the resonator exactly cancels out the half

of the total carrier magnetic field E on the inner reflecting surface

which is associated with the reflected wave of amplitude E/2. The inci-

dent wave also has amplitude E/2, yielding a total field E. Likewise

the magnetic field on the opposite reflecting surface is -±.E/2. Thus,

the incident carrier field E/2, which measures the incident energy,

correctly accounts for the energy leaving through the opposite face,

and we have 100 per cent transmission through the etalon and no

reflection. In microwave parlance, the resonator is matched to the

incident wave. This always occurs when the external Q equals twice

the loaded Q. In the presence of internal loss, Qad < oo, the resonator

cannot be matched if the etalon plates have equal reflectivity. In the

presence of the modulation, the carrier mode is loaded by the side-

bands even without internal loss and the FPE is no longer matched

to the carrier; consequently carrier energy is reflected as well as trans-

mitted. This shows up as a reduction in transmitted power as well as

imperfect cancellation of the reflected wave since
|
Ea \

<
\
E/2 \.

The relative amplitude of sideband to carrier leaving the opposite

face of the etalon is given by

(E^nm/Ea) - (z2x)""[Vl +4| x |

2 " !]"• (43)

In the limit of small
| x I

(#,W#.)lxM = (x*/i)" (44)

and the amplitude is down by
| x I"- The power in the first sideband

is proportional to
| x I"

which is proportional to the microwave modu-

lating power. For large
| x I

(Ea.nm/Ea ) ]x^ = (| x !,%)" = exp - inU/2 + Arg x) (45)

so that the modulation approaches 100 per cent. As we may note from

(41), the absolute amplitude of all of the modes decreases with in-

creasing |xl as (1 + 4
| x |

2

) • Thus we might expect maximum
sideband energy for some finite value of x- Maximizing Ea_nm/E shows
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that for the nth sideband the value of
| x I

for which the energy is a

maximum is given by the positive real solution of

16
| x I

4 - 4n
2

| x I

2 - »f = 0.

For the first sideband the maximum occurs at

|x| = |[|(1 + V5)]
k = 0.636.

The transmitted light beam contains 23 per cent of its energy in the

first sideband, and in the absence of internal loss the transmitted carrier

energy is reduced to 38 per cent of the original carrier energy. As will

be seen later, this modulation can be accomplished with only a few

watts of microwave power over a bandwidth of several hundred mega-

cycles at X-band.

The microwave bandwidth over which modulation can be accom-

plished is determined from a solution of (38) with 5^0. The value of

5 for which the energy in the first sideband falls to half its value at

center band is determined by a solution of
|
gi(8)\

2

/\ </i(0)| = |. The

details of this calculation are too lengthy to be included here. The calcu-

lation was performed by first noting that when the first sideband mode

is driven near its band edge the second sideband mode is driven well oft"

resonance. As a result, the values of ga(d) decrease rapidly as 5 -* \.

It follows from (38) that setting gn (S) = is equivalent to neglecting

terms of order (2w)~
2 « 1. We assumed that g3 = and solved the

three relations that follow from (37) and (38). The result can best be

expressed in the form

5 = ±|(1 + 4| X |

2 + •••) (46)

which indicates that 5 is increased over its zero modulation value of ±$.

This result is understandable if we consider that the modulation process

tends to load the carrier mode and decrease its amplitude. This process

is more effective when the sidebands are excited strongly. The sideband

amplitude is proportional to the carrier amplitude; thus the center of

the sideband modes decreases more rapidly than the sides for a given

modulation index yielding, in effect, a broader modulation bandwidth.

From another point of view we may say that the coupling of a given

mode to adjacent modes increases the rate at which energy can be

dissipated in the given mode. This decreases the effective loaded Q and

increases the bandwidth.

For radiation at 6328 A, /„ ~ 5 X 10
14

cps, fm = 1010 cps, it follows that

a = 5 X 10
4
and for r

2 = 0.9 we have Qa c* 1.5 X 10
6

. Thus the modu-
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lation bandwidth is at least 3 X 10
8
cps. For large values of

| x I
the

actual bandwidth may be considerably larger but the modulation will

not be linear. In any case the high-Q approximation, which is funda-

mental in this analysis, is probably no longer valid and all conclusions

for large
| x I

must be considered as only qualitative.

IV. EFFECT OF NONUNIFORM DIELECTRIC EXCITATION

So far we have assumed that the dielectric constant variation induced
by the microwave field depends only on z and t. However, it is necessary

to match the microwave phase velocity to the light phase velocity.

Since the dielectric constant at the microwave frequency is, in general,

considerably larger than it is at the light frequency, the microwave field

cannot propagate as a plane wave with no transverse variation. The
transverse variation could probably be avoided by making the diameter

of the Fabry-Perot cavity very small so that the microwave fields are

only partially slowed by the dielectric, but this is not usually possible.

As a consequence the microwave field must have a variation of ampli-

tude across the Fabry-Perot cavity. The resultant transverse variation

of the perturbed part of the dielectric constant will cause coupling of

the FPE modes.

In general we must describe the ath FPE mode in terms of a series

of transversely varying eigenfunctions. Thus

E„ = X) A tmRi(kim -i) sin iraz/L (47)
lm

in which Aim is a constant determined by the geometry. The frequency

of the Imth mode is

falm = {c'/2ir)[{ira/L)- + fclm
2

]
4 = / [1 + kJ/iwa/L) 2

? (48)

so that each of the modes characterized by the number of half wave-
lengths equal to a has a different resonant frequency. However, klm

is of order mw/D in which D is some characteristic transverse dimension

of the FPE. The ratio k,m/(ira/L) is of order (m/a) (L/D). Since

L/I) will be of order ten or less and m/a will be order 10~5
for the lower-

order transverse variations, we see that the frequencies f„i,n differ from
the fundamental frequency by about five parts in 10

9

. For 6328 A
radiation this amounts to about three megacycles, well within the

passband of the FPE.
The microwave modulating signal designed to mix adjacent FPE

modes will not produce mixing of different transverse modes with the
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same a number but it can produce transverse mixing between adjacent

modes. The degree of mixing will depend on integrals of the sort

/Ri(k,m -r)-(fc(r)/e)R,.(k,^-r)d,S (49)

evaluated over the cross section of the FPE. The functions R t (k, m -r)

are assumed to be suitably normalized and orthogonal. It is apparent

that when 5e/e has only a slow variation over the cross section then

both V and m cannot differ much from I and m. Thus the distribution

of fields over the output face of the FPE will not differ much from that

associated with the incident carrier wave and the angular spread of the

output carrier and the modulation sidebands will not be seriously

deteriorated. In addition the amplitude of the modulation index will

not be drastically reduced. Thus it appears that even though the micro-

wave field may vary from a maximum value at the center of the FPE

to a value approaching zero at its transverse boundaries, no serious

effects will result. Very rapid transverse variations of the microwave

field, on the other hand, could cause difficulties.

V. AMPLITUDE MODULATION

In the traveling-wave modulator proposed by Kaminow and the

FPE modulator described here, the fundamental effect is a phase

modulation. By suitable use of polarizers and birefringent plates, the

phase modulation of the traveling-wave modulator can convert linearly

polarized light into elliptic polarization and hence into amplitude or

intensity modulation. It is therefore of interest to look into the intensity

modulation properties of the FPE modulator. We require an expression

for the total electric field associated with the transmitted light E t .

Using (28), this is given by

E, = Ea exp iuj [1 + E ([Ea-nm/Ea ] exp - inwj.

(50)

-f [Ea+nm/Ea] exp Wttji)]

in which Ea is assumed to be polarized parallel to one of the privileged

axes which we shall denote as the .r-axis of Fig. 1. Combining (35) and

(41), (50) becomes for the .T-component of the FPE field,

Etx = Eax expW U + E (//" + 1-2/T)]

= Eax expw l(i - y)'1 + (l + y*r
l - i] (5D

= Eax exp ioij, F(y)
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in which

y = [Ea-m/Ea] exp - iumt (52)

= (i2x)
_1
[Vl + 4

| x I

2 - 1] exp - iuj,

F(y) = [(l -yT1 * (l+y*)- 1 - l]

and we have used the identity ^„=7 y" = (1 — J/)

-1 — 1. Since the

privileged axes are driven push-pull, the expression for the transmitted

electric field when the incident light is polarized parallel to the other

privileged axis is identical, except that x must be replaced by — x,

and thus y must be replaced by —y. Therefore, we may write

E t „ = Eav exp iua t F(y)*. (53)

Since the incident field has the value E/2 when the light is polarized

along one of the privileged axes, the relative intensity of the transmitted

light is given by I t
=

|
2E tx/E

|

2

, and we can write, using Eqs. (42),

(51) and (52)

It= \F(y)\
2

(QaL/Qa )

2
/[l + 4

| x
I

2

]- (54)

It can be shown after some manipulation that

[1 + 4
I x I

2 cos2
((amt + ip)\

in which <p is the argument of x which corresponds to the phase of the

microwave field. Substituting (55) in (54) yields

It = {QaJQa y/[l + 4
I
x P cos

2

(Umt + *>)] (56)

for the intensity modulation. For comparison with (2), which is the

intensity modulation derived from the Fabry-Perot equation, we assume

that the internal loss is negligible so that QaL = Qa • Using (34) and (19),

and writing 8e/f = 25/x/m, it follows that

2lv| _^(l_±£l
2

^ (r7)

We note that the equivalent term in (2) is Y(irabn/n)/(\ — T2

), which

differs by a factor 4T/(l + r)
2 « 1 from 2

| x |. The negligible differ-

ence from unity can be attributed to the high-Q approximation. Thus

the relatively naive considerations which lead to (2) have been shown

to be precisely correct.

Other, more efficient, types of intensity modulation can be achieved

through the use of polarizers. Suppose that the incident light is polar-
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ized at 45° to the privileged axis, and that the modulator is followed by

an analyzer which is set parallel to the polarizer. Under these circum-

stances Eax = Eay and

Et = (Eu + Etv )/y/2, = hEa expW [F(y) + F(y)*].

Thus we may write

/, = [ReF(y)]\QaL/Qaf/[l + 4
I x ft

(ooj

- «WQ.)7U + 1x1 cos
2

(cj + <p)]
2

which we note differs from (55) in that the denominator is squared.

As a result the depth of modulation is roughly twice that attained with-

out the use of polarizer and analyzer. The extra efficiency arises from

the fact that the cavity also enhances the induced birefringence and

this effect is brought out by the use of the polarizers.

When the analyzer is set at 90° to the polarizer

E t
= (Etx

- Etv)/\/2 = !J2«expW [F(y) - F(y)*\

and

It = [rmF(y)f(QnL/Qa )/[l +
I
x I

2

]

= «WQ«)
2
4

I X I

2
cos

2
(«„f + ?)/[l + 4

| x I

2
cos

2

(«m< + <p)]
2

and we note that the light is 100 per cent intensity modulated. The

peak transmitted intensity occurs for
| x I

cos (comi + tp) = 0.5.

So far, the intensity modulation has been at twice the microwave

frequency. It is possible to modulate at the microwave frequency by

introducing a quarter-wave plate between the polarizer and analyzer,

with the polarizers either parallel or crossed. Under these circumstances,

E t
= (Eta ± iE iu)/y/2 - \Ea expW \F(y) ± iF(y)*\,

and

It = h[ReF(y) ± ImF(y)f(QaL/Qa )

2

/[l + 4
I
x

I

2

]

= \(QaL/Qa? [1 =F 2
I x 1

cos (<aj + <p)f/ (60)

[1 + 4
| x |

a
cos

2 (aj + v)f

which has a component at the microwave frequency. The introduction

of a quarter-wave plate provides a bias, or steady retardation, which

allows linear modulation.
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VI. MODULATION POWER

The microwave power required for modulation is a function of the

percentage modulation. For the sake of discussion we will assume the

modulation index is 0.636, corresponding to 23 per cent modulation or

maximum energy in the first sideband as described earlier. In terms of

the peak variation of the index of refraction n, the modulation index is

given by x = hQaifin/n, as foll< ,vs from (34). For light polarized per-

pendicular to the 2-axis of KDP and parallel to one of the privileged

axes

5M = ±h 3

r63Ep (61)

in which Ev is the peak microwave electric field parallel to the 2-axis

and res is the electrooptic constant. The peak electric field can be re-

lated to the microwave power absorbed in the KDP by

P » \<tEp
2V (62)

in which P is the absorbed power, V is the volume of KDP and <r is the

microwave conductivity given by

o- - o>*/Qd (63)

in which a> is the angular microwave frequency, e is the microwave di-

electric constant and Qd is the dielectric Q or inverse loss tangent. It

has been assumed that the energy loss associated with microwave elec-

tric fields transverse to the 2-axis is negligible, a condition which is easily

satisfied. The factor \ arises from a time and space average of the micro-

wave standing wave pattern. Combining (61) to (63) yields

Ptt(o>e/Q,t)(2x/Qa^rM)
2

V. (64)

At a frequency of 10
10

cps (X-band) the dielectric constant e « 20eo

,

in which « is the dielectric constant of free space, and Qd ~ 150. f For

/„ = 5 X 10'4
cps, r63 « 10" 11

meters/volt, T
2 = 0.9, QaL « 10

6

and M «
1.5, (64) yields a power requirement of 240 watts/cc of KDP for

| x I

=
0.636. For modulation in the first sideband we must have c'/2L = 1010

or L = 1 cm. For modulation powers of order ten watts the cross-sec-

tional area of the KDP must be under 0.04 cm2

,
corresponding to a di-

ameter of about 0.2 cm.

The temperature rise AT from surface to center of a uniformly heated

rod which is long compared to its diameter can be written

t Measured at room temperature.
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AT ph \PR*/KV (65)

in which R is the radius, K is the thermal heat conductivity and P/V

is defined by (64). For KDP, K Pa 10" 2
\vatts/cm°K yielding a tem-

perature rise of about 60°K for a diameter of 0.2 cm. Clearly the diame-

ter of the rod should be made as small as possible.

Another alternative is that the length of the FPE can be doubled.

By modulating in the second sideband, the same X-band modulation

can be accomplished with one-half the power and one-quarter the power

dissipation per unit volume. The modulation bandwidth would be

halved.

The choice of
| x I

= 0.636 was motivated by the fact that this yields

maximum energy in the first sideband. For superheterodyne systems

this is a desirable objective. For envelope detection, amplitude modula-

tion at the modulating frequency is desirable. In this case the combina-

tion of polarizer analyzer and quarter-wave plate is required yielding

the modulation described by (60). For this case
| x I

~ 0.1 would be

quite adequate, and the heat dissipation, temperature rise and required

power would be reduced by a factor of four.

VII. OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It has been supposed that the light beam to be modulated is perfectly

collimated, thereby allowing the energy to be completely coupled into

the fundamental FPE mode. Since no light beam is perfectly collimated,

we would like to examine this assumption and to determine what limi-

tations are placed on the optical cavity.

When a diverging beam of monochromatic light is incident on the

FPE, the transmitted beam will form the typical Fabry-Perot fringes'

at infinity. The central fringe corresponds to one of the axial FPE modes.

Thus we can be assured that the incident energy will excite only the

axial mode if the angular spread of the beam is less than the angular

spread of the central fringe. The phase difference between successive

averaging rays moving at an angle within the FPE is given by

2<p = 4irfLnc~
1

cos 6.

Substituting into (1) indicates that the transmitted intensity will fall

to half its = value for a bright central fringe at an angle 6
h
given by

0j pa [c(l - f1

)/2TfaLnT\
i Pa Q~ l

. Thus the angular spread of the inci-

dent beam must be less than 2nQa
~\ Taking the internal losses of the

FPE into account, we would find the somewhat larger angle 2\iQaL .

For the FPE cavity discussed earlier with QaL Pa 10
6

, 2/xQaiT* ~ 3 X 10~ 3
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corresponding to 10 minutes of arc. For a beam whose angular diver-

gence is diffraction-limited, the required aperture of the FPE is

D « l.2cQal}/2fifa

or about 0.25 mm for the example given above. When "walkoff" of light

rays incident at the angle /j0j is considered, the required aperture is in-

creased by approximately 20jL/(l - r
2

) = 0.15 mm. Since KDP rods

with a diameter much less than about 1 mm do not seem practical for

the present, no constraints will be imposed by any diffraction limited

beam such as that from an optical maser.

One important constraint imposed on the optical maser is that it

oscillate in only one longitudinal mode or, if not that, that the modes
be separated by at least the frequency A/ but less than c/2Ly..

In a manner similar to that by which the half angle
fy
was found it

can be seen that the quantity \ih must be controlled such that

A(nL)/tiL < (2Q„)
_1 « 3 X 10~ 7

.

Changes in temperature of the cavity will tend to change the product /xL.

Our best guess, in view of the lack of data, is that AjuL per degree centi-

grade is of order 2 X 10~" for one centimeter length. Thus, the tempera-

ture must be controlled to better than 0.1°C. Likewise, the etalon should

be flat and parallel to within 3 X 10
_

cm.

VIII. COMPARISON TO TRAVELING-WAVE MODULATORS

In traveling-wave reactive modulators the light makes one traversal

of the electrooptic material. The transmitted electric field amplitude,

for light polarized along one of the privileged axes, is given by

Et
= Eu exp (iy sin <amt) (66)

in which y = (wL/c')(5/x/V) and E is the amplitude of the incident light

wave at frequency a>. The comparison to the FPE modulator is made by

relating the amplitudes of the various sidebands. Thus we may write

iorEt

E t - E X Jn(y) expinwj (67)
11=

—

x

in which J„ is the Bessel function of order n.t The amplitude of the

nth sideband compared to the carrier is

t We have used the identity exp iz sin 6 = ^Z J*(p) expinO.
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En/E = JJy)/Jo(y) ^y n
/2

n
n! for y « 1 (68)

which should be compared to (44). We note that for first sideband

modulation 7/2 should be compared to
| x I

• Thus we compare

j(«l/<O(Wj0

and |[(1 + r)
2
/(l - r*)](«L/c')(W/i). This indicates that the FPE

modulation is more efficient by the factor f(l + r)
2
/(l — r

2

) «
r(l — r

2

)

-1
. For r

2 = 0.9 and equal modulation lengths this is a factor

of ten in 5/i/m, requiring one hundred times the power for equal modula-

tion. The advantage of multiple reflection can be compensated some-

what by increasing the interaction length of the traveling-wave modula-

tor. For example, increasing L by T(l — T
2

)

-1
equates

| x I
and 7/2 for

equal 5/x/m but requires T(l — r)
_l

times as much power, since for equal

8fi/n the power dissipation per unit length must be the same. Increasing

L by T
2
(l — r

2

)

-2 « 100 and decreasing 5/x/m by (1 — r
2

)

-1
again

equates 7/2 and
| x I

• In this case the power requirement for either

modulator is the same. The potentially greater bandwidth of the travel-

ing-wave device in this case is probably obviated by the difficulty of

matching microwave and optical phase velocities closely because of the

long interaction length. The power dissipation per unit volume is of

course, lower by r
_2

(l — T
2

)

+2
in the traveling-wave device and this

is an extremely important advantage. However, the difficulties associ-

ated with fabricating a long rod of electrooptic material appear to be

formidable at the moment. In addition, the optical loss of the KDP,
as has been recently pointed out by Kaminow, is not completely negli-

gible. A rod sufficient to achieve the last mentioned advantages would

be about one hundred centimeters long at X-band modulation fre-

quencies. Since the energy decay distance is about 35 centimeters, f the

light intensity would fall to ^e~3
of its initial value, i.e., about 13 db

down.

In order to determine the transmission loss through the FPE modu-

lator we may consider the ratio

(QaJQaf = [1 + Qa/QaaV-

Since

Qa/Qad ^L/€(l - r
2)^§

the transmitted intensity is decreased by a factor slightly less than three,

which is comparable to that of the intermediate length modulator.

t A rough measurement at 6328 A.
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corresponding to 10 minutes of arc. For a beam whose angular diver-

gence is diffraction-limited, the required aperture of the FPE is

D « \.2cQj/2nja

or about 0.25 mm for the example given above. When "walkoff" of light

rays incident at the angle p0j is considered, the required aperture is in-

creased by approximately 20jL/(l — T
2

) = 0.15 mm. Since KDP rods

with a diameter much less than about 1 mm do not seem practical for

the present, no constraints will be imposed by any diffraction limited

beam such as that from an optical maser.

One important constraint imposed on the optical maser is that it

oscillate in only one longitudinal mode or, if not that, that the modes

be separated by at least the frequency A/ but less than c/2L/x.

In a manner similar to that by which the half angle 6$ was found it

can be seen that the quantity \xh must be controlled such that

A(u.L)/fiL < (2Qay1 « 3 X 10~ 7
.

Changes in temperature of the cavity will tend to change the product \ih.

Our best guess, in view of the lack of data, is that AfxL per degree centi-

grade is of order 2 X 10~6
for one centimeter length. Thus, the tempera-

ture must be controlled to better than 0.1°C. Likewise, the etalon should

be flat and parallel to within 3 X 10" cm.

VIII. COMPARISON TO TRAVELING-WAVE MODULATORS

In traveling-wave reactive modulators the light makes one traversal

of the electrooptic material. The transmitted electric field amplitude,

for light polarized along one of the privileged axes, is given by

E t
= E exp (iy sin toj) (66)

in which 7 = (ojL/c') (5/x/m) and E is the amplitude of the incident light

wave at frequency co. The comparison to the FPE modulator is made by

relating the amplitudes of the various sidebands. Thus we may write

fori?*

+ 00

E t
= E 2 J„(t) exp inuj (67)

in which J„ is the Bessel function of order n.f The amplitude of the

nth sideband compared to the carrier is

+-

t We have used the identity exp iz sin = ^Z J*(z ) exP *n9-
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Thus a traveling-wave modulator with a length about r(l — r2

)

-1

times that of the FPE modulator is comparable with respect to heat

dissipation and transmission loss but requires T(l — T")
-1

times the

modulation power. An increase in length by another factor r(l — r2

)

-1

is somewhat drastic, since the transmission loss increases too rapidly.

IX. conclusion

The modulation properties of an electrooptic material placed in a

Fabry-Perot etalon have been analyzed in detail. The main conclusion

of the analysis is that the FPE modulator offers considerable advantage

over the traveling-wave modulator with respect to modulation power

when the traveling-wave modulator is not extremely long.

The bandwidth of the modulator is limited by the passband of the

FPE, which for practical purposes is several hundred megacycles. In

general this bandwidth is compatible with the bandwidth of the micro-

wave modulating cavity (without wasting modulation power) since

the dielectric Q of the material is 150, yielding cavity Q's of order 75

and a bandwidth of approximately 130 mc/s. When the electrooptic

material does not fill the entire cavity or when additional microwave

bandwidth is required, additional loss must be coupled into the cavity.

Likewise multimesh broadbanding techniques can be useful.

The requirement of a stable monochromatic source of light for the

modulator represents no real disadvantage, since we suppose that the

modulator would be used in a communication system which needs such

a source anyway.

A major requirement for the successful operation of the FPE modu-

lator is the choice of the correct microwave field configuration which, in

effect, matches the microwave phase velocity to that of the light in the

electrooptic medium.
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